Abstract. CWI and University of Twente used PF/Tijah, a flexible XML retrieval system, to evaluate structured document retrieval, multimedia retrieval, and entity ranking tasks in the context of INEX 2007. For the retrieval of textual and multimedia elements in the Wikipedia data, we investigated various length priors and found that biasing towards longer elements than the ones retrieved by our language modelling approach can be useful. For retrieving images in isolation, we found that their associated text is a very good source of evidence in the Wikipedia collection. For the entity ranking task we used random walks to model multi-step relevance propagation from the articles describing entities to all related entities and further.
Introduction
In INEX 2007, CWI and the University of Twente participated in the Ad Hoc, Multimedia, and Entity Ranking tracks. In all three tracks, we used PF/Tijah [5] , a flexible system for retrieval from structured document collections, that integrates NEXI-based IR functionality and full XQuery support.
In the Ad Hoc track, we participated in all three subtasks for element retrieval, and mainly investigated the effect of various length priors within a language modelling framework. We also took part in both Multimedia tasks, where we examined the value of textual and context-based evidence without considering any of the available visual evidence. For Entity Ranking, we exploit the associations between entities; entities are ranked by constructing a query-dependent entity link graph and applying relevance propagation schemes modelled by random walks.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces PF/Tijah. Next, Sections 3, 4, and 5 respectively discuss our participation in each of the Ad Hoc, Multimedia, and Entity Ranking tracks. Section 6 concludes this paper by highlighting our main contributions.
This work was carried out when the author was at CWI, Amsterdam, The Netherlands PF/Tijah, a research project run by the University of Twente, aims at creating a flexible environment for setting up search systems. It achieves that by including out-of-the-box solutions for common retrieval tasks, such as index creation (that also supports stemming and stopword removal) and retrieval in response to structured queries (where the ranking can be generated according to any of several retrieval models). Moreover, it maintains its versatility by being open to adaptations and extensions.
PF/Tijah is part of the open source release of MonetDB/XQuery (available at http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/monetdb/), which is being developed in cooperation with CWI, Amsterdam and the University of München. PF/Tijah combines database and information retrieval technologies by integrating the PathFinder (PF) XQuery compiler [1] with the Tijah XML information retrieval system [11] . This provides PF/Tijah with a number of unique features that distinguish it from most other open source information retrieval systems:
-It supports retrieval of arbitrary parts of XML documents, without requiring a definition at indexing time of what constitutes a document (or document field). A query can simply ask for any XML tag-name as the unit of retrieval without the need to re-index the collection. -It allows complex scoring and ranking of the retrieved results by directly supporting the NEXI query language. -It embeds NEXI queries as functions in the XQuery language, leading to ad hoc result presentation by means of its query language. -It supports text search combined with traditional database querying.
The above characteristics also make PF/Tijah particularly suited for environments like INEX, where search systems need to handle highly structured XML collections with heterogenous content. Information on PF/Tijah, including usage examples, can be found at: http://dbappl.cs.utwente.nl/pftijah/.
Ad Hoc Track
The granularity at which to return information to the user has always been an important aspect of the INEX benchmarks. The element and passage retrieval tasks aim to study ways of pointing users to the most specific relevant parts of documents. Various characteristics of the document parts or elements are of potential value in identifying the most relevant retrieval bits. Obviously the element content is a valuable indicator, but also more superficial features like the element type, the structural relation to other elements and the depth of the XML tree may play a role.
We studied the influence of a very basic feature: element size. Size priors have played an important role in information retrieval [14, 4, 8] . Kamps et al. [6] studied length normalization in the context of XML retrieval and INEX collections, and found that the size distribution of relevant elements differed significantly from the general size distribution of elements. Emphasizing longer elements by introducing, linear, quadratic or even cubic length priors improved the retrieval results significantly on the IEEE collection.
For this paper, we performed a similar study on the Wikipedia collection. We studied the size distributions of elements in the Wikipedia collection, in the relevant elements for the INEX 2006 Focused task, and in the elements retrieved by a baseline language model run. The aim of this analysis was to experiment with different length priors on the INEX 2007 tasks.
Analysis of Element Size
We assume the distribution of element size is different for relevant and nonrelevant elements. Moreover, we expect these distributions in the Wikipedia collection to be different from the IEEE collection. We studied last year's data to gain some insight in the matter. Figures 1(a) and (b) show the distribution of element sizes in the Wikipedia collection as a whole and in the relevant elements, respectively. While the collection contains many small elements, these are rarely relevant. If we would not pay attention to element length and just use a retrieval model that does not have a bias for elements of any size, we would retrieve too many small elements. Simply giving a bias towards longer elements could already improve retrieval results. In reality, our retrieval model, based on the language modeling approach to information retrieval, does not retrieve elements of all sizes uniformly. The model interpolates foreground and background probabilities in a standard manner and computes the foreground probability based on the relative frequency of query terms in documents. This has the effect that short elements containing query terms get a high score. Figure 1(c) shows the distribution of elements that we retrieve using this language modeling approach, when we do not compensate for document length. Clearly, we retrieve a lot of small elements.
One way of compensating for this emphasis on small elements, that nicely fits in the language modeling approach, is to incorporate document priors: a priori probabilities of relevance based on document characteristics that are independent of a query. The probability of a document D given a query Q can be factored as the probability of drawing the query from the document (P (Q|D), the documents language model) and the prior probability of the document P (D) (the prior probability of the query P (Q) does not influence the ranking and can be ignored):
We use the INEX 2006 results to estimate a prior based on document size. The probability of relevance given a certain size can be estimated by comparing the distributions of relevant elements to those of the collection: P size (D) = P (relevant|size(D)). To see which elements we should emphasize given the use of our language model, we also compute a prior based on comparing relevant to retrieved elements: Judging from the comparison between relevant and collection items (Figure 2(a)), a quadratic prior as found by Kamps et al. [6] seems appropriate, but looking at what is actually retrieved by a language modeling approach ( Figure 2(b) ) it seems the prior should have a big peak around 1000 terms and a smaller peak around 10 terms. A mixture model seems more appropriate.
Experimental Results
In our runs for INEX 2007, our aim was to experiment with different priors based on our findings on the analysis of 2006 results. Unfortunately, at the time of run submission, we did not find the correct priors as shown in Figure 2 . Instead, due to a mistake in our analysis, we found size priors that were linear and normally distributed in the log of the element size. Therefore, we submitted runs with priors that are linear in the log of the element size (star logLP) and runs with a normally distributed log size prior (star lognormal). We plan to redo the experiments with priors that match the quadratic and Gaussian mixture distributions as shown in Figure 2 .
Each of the prior runs is submitted for the Focused task, and, in addition, filtered for the Relevant in Context task (runIDs with Ric affix); for Relevant in Context, we grouped the top 1500 results retrieved by a baseline run by article and ordered these articles based on their top scoring element. We also submitted an article-only baseline run, i.e., a run in which we only return full articles. This article run was submitted to both the Focused (article) and Best in Context tasks (article BiC) . Tables 1-3 show the results for these official submissions. Further experimentation is needed to show if the newly found quadratic and mixed priors would yield better results. 
Multimedia Track
CWI/Utwente participated in both MMfragments and MMimages tasks of the Multimedia track. Our overall aim is to investigate the value of textual and contextual evidence given information needs (and queries) with clear multimedia character. As a result, we only submitted text-based runs without taking into account any of the provided visual evidence. Below, we discuss our approaches and experimental results for both tasks.
MMfragments task
For MMfragments, the objective is to find relevant XML fragments (i.e., elements or passages) in the (Ad Hoc) Wikipedia XML collection given a multimedia information need. MMfragments is actually very similar to the Ad Hoc retrieval task, with the difference being that MMfragments has a multimedia character and, therefore, requires the retrieved fragments to contain at least one relevant image, together with relevant text. Furthemore, additional visual evidence, such as concepts and image similarity examples, can be provided as part of a topic. Given these similarities, MMfragments was run in conjunction with the Ad Hoc track, with MMfragments topics forming a subset of the Ad Hoc ones. In addition, MMfragments contains the same three substasks as the Ad Hoc task. This gives us the opportunity to compare the effectiveness of MMfragments runs (i.e., runs with a clear multimedia character) against Ad Hoc runs on the same topic subset.
We only participated in the Focused MMfragments task. Given the similarities with the Ad Hoc task, we decided to (i) use only the title field of the topics, (ii) apply the same three element runs as the ones submitted for the Focused Ad Hoc task (i.e., article, star logLP and star lognormal), and (iii) realise the multimedia character by filtering our results, so that we only return fragments that contain at least one image. Not all <image> tags in the (Ad Hoc) Wikipedia XML collection correspond to images that are actually part of the Wikipedia image XML collection; images that are not part of this collection will not be visible to users during assessments. Therefore, we also removed all results that contained references to images that are not in the Wikipedia image XML collection. This way, we made sure all our returned fragments contain at least one visible image.
The results of our official submissions are presented in Table 4 . Given the mistake in our earlier computation of the priors for the Ad Hoc runs, further experimentation is needed to determine whether other priors (e.g., quadratic and mixed priors) would lead to better performace. Finally, a direct comparison against our Ad Hoc runs on the MMfragments topic subset will give us more insight on the value of our filtering approach in the context of topics with clear multimedia character.
MMimages task
For MMimages, the aim is to retrieve documents (images + their metadata) from the Wikipedia image XML collection. Similarly to the Ad Hoc and MMfragments tasks, our submitted runs are based on the language modelling approach. Each image is represented either by its textual metadata in the Wikipedia image To be more specific, we submitted the following three runs:
title MMim Create a stemmed index using the metadata accompanying the images in the Wikipedia image XML collection, and perform an article run using only the topics' title field: //article[about(.,$title)]. article MMim Rank the articles in the (Ad Hoc) Wikipedia XML collection using each topic's title field and retrieve the images that these articles contain. Filter the results, so that only images that are part of the Wikipedia image XML collection are returned. figure MMim Rank the figures with captions in the (Ad Hoc) Wikipedia XML collection using each topic's title field (//figure[about(.,$title)]) and return the images of these figures (ensuring that these images are part of the Wikipedia image XML collection). Table 5 presents the Mean Average Precision (MAP) of these runs, whereas Figure 3 compares them against all the runs submitted to the MMimages task. Our experimental results indicate that these text-based runs give a highly competitive performance on the MMimages task. 
Entity Ranking by Relevance Propagation
We also participated in this year's entity ranking task. The queries here ask for a ranked list of entities, e.g. for movies, flags, or diseases. Entities are usually identified by their name and type. An entity of type movie would be identified by its title. In general, the entity ranking task differs clearly from document ranking since it requires to estimate the relevance of items that do not have text content [12, 15] . In that case, the ranking can only be done by propagating the relevance from retrieved text fragments to their contained entities. Using Wikipedia as the corpus for entity ranking experiments, the setting changes slightly. In order to use the existing mark-up of the corpus -instead of employing taggers for named entity recognition -only those entities were considered that have their own Wikipedia article. An entity is contained in an article when it is linked by that article. In consequence, the distinction of articles and entities is abandoned here. Since entities have their own article, they can also be ranked directly by their content. The type of an entity is defined in the context of Wikipedia by the categories assigned to the entity's article. An entity can thus have several types. Furthermore, Wikipedia categories are hierarchically organized. We can thus assume that an entity does not only belong the categories assigned to it, but also to ancestor categories. However, Wikipedia's category hierarchy does not form a strict tree, and thus moving to far away from the original categories can lead to unexpected type assignments.
Our approach entity ranking approach can be summarized by the following processing steps:
1. initial retrieval of articles, 2. building of an entity graph, 3. relevance propagation within the graph, 4. filtering articles by the requested type.
The notion entity graph stands here for a query-dependent link graph, consisting of all articles (or entities) returned by the initial retrieval as vertices and the linkstructure among them forming the edges. Links to other articles not returned in the initial ranking are not considered in the entity graph. The entity graph can later be used for the propagation of relevance to neighboring nodes. Starting with web retrieval [10, 7, 13] , graph based ranking techniques have been used recently in several fields of IR [3, 9, 2].
Baseline: Entity Retrieval by Description Ranking
The most simple and obvious method of entity retrieval could be the ranking of their textual descriptions with some classic document retrieval method. However, due to several reasons this approach may produce unsatisfactory results. First, many entities have too short or empty descriptions, especially those that appear in novel evolving domains and just became known. Thus, many entities get the score close to zero and do not appear in the top. Second, many entities are described by showing the associations with other entities and in terms of other entities. This means that query terms have lesser chance to appear in the content of a relevant description, since some concepts mentioned in its text are not explained because explanations can be found in their own descriptions. In our experiments we rank Wikipedia articles representing entities using a languagemodel based retrieval method:
where tf (q, e) is a term frequency of q in the entity description e, |e| is the description length and λ C is a Jelinek-Mercer smoothing parameter -the probability of a term to be generated from the global language model. In all our experiments it is set to 0.8, what is standard in retrieval tasks.
Entity Retrieval Based on K-Step Random Walk
In our follow-up methods we decided that relevance propagation from initially retrieved entities to the related ones is important. We imagine and model the process in which the user, after seeing initial list of retrieved entities: -selects one document and reads its description, -follows links connecting entities and reads descriptions of related entities. Since we consider this random walk as finite, we assume that at some step a user finds the relevant entity and stops the search process. So, we iteratively calculate the probability that a random surfer will end up with a certain entity after K steps of walk started at one of the initially ranked entity. In order to emphasize the importance of entities to be in proximity to the most relevant ones according to the initial ranking, we consider that both (1) the probability to start the walk from certain entity and (2) the probability to stay at the entity node are equal to the probability of relevance of its description.
P0(e) = P (Q|e) (4) P i (e) = P (Q|e)P i−1 (e) + e →e
(1 − P (Q|e ))P (e|e )P i−1 (e ),
The probabilities P (e|e ) are uniformly distributed among links outgoing from the same entity. Finally, we rank entities by their P K (e).
Linear Combination of Step Probabilities It is also possible to estimate entity relevance using several finite walks of different lengths at once. In the following modification of the above-described method, we rank entities considering a weighted sum of probabilities to appear in the entity node at different steps:
In our experiments we set µ 0 to 0.5 and distribute µ 1 . . . µ K uniformly.
Entity Retrieval Based on Infinite Random Walk
In our second approach, we assume that the walk in search for relevant entities consists of countless number of steps. The stationary probability of ending up in a certain entity is considered to be proportional to its relevance. Since the stationary distribution of a described discrete Markov process does not depend on the initial distribution over entities, so the relevance flow becomes unfocused. The probability to appear in a certain entity node becomes dependent only on its centrality, but not on its closeness to the sources of relevance. In order to solve this issue we introduce regular jumps to entity nodes from any node of the entity graph after which the walk restarts and the user follows inter-entity links again. We consider that the probability of jumping to the specific entity equals to the probability of relevance of its description. This makes a random walker visit entities which are situated closer to the initially highly ranked ones more often during normal walk steps. The following formula is used for iterations until convergence:
λ J is the probability that at any step the user decides to make a jump and not to follow outgoing links anymore. The described discrete Markov process is stochastic and irreducible, since each entity is reachable due to introduced jumps, and hence has a stationary distribution. Consequently, we rank entities by their stationary probabilities P ∞ (e)
Experiments
We trained our models using those 28 queries from Ad-Hoc XML Retrieval task which are suitable also for the entity ranking task. All our algorithms start from retrieval of articles from the collection using a language modeling based approach to IR for scoring documents. Further we extract entities mentioned in these articles and build entity graphs. For the initial article retrieval as well as for the graph generation the PF/Tijah retrieval system was employed. For this experiment, we generated XQueries that directly produce entity graphs in graphml format given a title-only query. We tuned our parameters by maximization of the MAP measure and for 100 initially retrieved articles.
The training of the following methods is discussed further: -Baseline: the baseline method ranking entities by the relevance of their Wikipedia-articles (see Equations 2, 3), -K-Step RW: the K-step Random Walk method using multi-step relevance propagation with K steps (see Equations 4, 5), -K-Step RWLin: the K-step Random Walk method using linear combination of entity relevance probabilities at different steps up to K (see Equation  6 ), -IRW: the Infinite Random Walk method ranking entities by probabilities to reach them in infinity during non-stop walk (see Equation 7 ). For the Entity Retrieval task we had a query and the list of entity categories as input. However, according to the track guidelines and our own intuition, relevant entities could be found out of the scope of given categories. Preliminary experiments have shown that using parent categories of any level spoiled the performance of the baseline method. However, it was very important to include child categories up to 3rd level as for the Baseline method, as for our methods with tuned parameters (see Figure 4 ). This probably means that queries were created with an assumption that given categories should be greatest common super-types for the relevant entities. It must be mentioned that we used entities of all categories for the graph construction and relevance propagation and filtered out entities using list of allowed categories only at the stage of result output.
In all methods except the Baseline we had to tune one specific parameter. For the K-step RW and K-step RWLin methods we experimented with the number of walking steps. As we see in Figure 5 both methods reach their maximum performance after making already only 3 steps. K-step RW Lin method seems to be more robust to the parameter setup. It probably happens because it smooths the probability to appear in the certain entity after K steps with probabilities of visiting it earlier. The rapid decrease of performance for even steps for K-step RW method can be explained in the following way. A lot of relevant entities are only mentioned in the top ranked entity descriptions and do not have their own descriptions in this top, due to their low relevance probability or due to their absence in the collection. The relevance probability of these "outsider" entities entirely depends on the relevance of related entities, which are not relevant entities themselves (for example, do not match the requested entity type), but tell a lot about the ranked entity. So, all "outsider" entities have direct (backward) links only to the entities with descriptions in the top and since we always start walking only from the latter entities, the probability to appear in "outsider" entities at every even step is close to zero. We also experimented with the probability to restart the walk from initially ranked entities for the IRW method. According to results shown in Figure 6 , values between 0.3 and 0.5 seem to be optimal. This actually means that making only 2-3 steps (before the next restart) is the best strategy what is also the case for the finite random walk methods.
To sum the things up, our experiments with the training data showed that all our three methods significantly outperform the Baseline method. However, the K-Step RW method produced a bit worse results than the other two. 
Conclusions
This is the second year that CWI and University of Twente used PF/Tijah in INEX. The flexibility of this system is clearly demonstrated through its application in INEX tracks as diverse as ad hoc structured document retrieval, retrieval of multimedia documents and document fragments, and entity ranking.
The unigram language modelling approach we have previously applied in Ad Hoc element retrieval tasks retrieves short elements. Given that our analysis of last year's results indicates that the relevant elements tend to be longer than the ones our approach retrieves, the incorporation of length priors would be beneficial. For the Focused subtask, further experimentation is needed to determine whether the priors indicated by our recent analysis would yield better performance, whereas for the Best in Context and Relevant in Context subtasks, we need to examine in more detail our filtering strategies.
Our text only approach to Multimedia retrieval was very successful on the MMimages task. Further experimentation on the MMfragments task would reveal whether more appropriate filtering techniques or alternative priors would improve our results.
The experiments with our approaches for entity ranking demonstrated the advantage of multi-step relevance propagation from textual descriptions to related entities over the simple ranking of entity textual descriptions. The further improvement seems especially challenging because all our three methods showed quite similar effectiveness.
